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Lemmings, for those of you unstudied in wildlife, are
furry rodents about 4 inches long that live in the Arctic and
other northern climes. By human standards, they are quite
amorous, delivering offspring several times a season. When
their burgeoning population reaches the point of exhausting their food supply, some lemming species go into a
panic , a kind of rodent stampede, in their search for more
food. The furry critters sometimes drown en masse as they
try to ford rivers or water bodies in their desperate search.
Animal behaviorists believe this is done out of panic rather
than a desire to commit suicide. But it has the same
unfortunate result.
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The way I see it, Charles Darwin got it wrong. The
founder of the Theory of Evolution states that humans are
descended from apes. But they may actually be descended
from lemmings.
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If you want to get rich, buy oil and gold. If you want to survive,
learn to grow food. — Richard Heinberg, author of The
Party’s Over
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death sense, humans are no different than lemmings or
other animals that have overpopulated their habitat and
migrate in an attempt to prevent starvation.
Viewed through this lens, most of humankind’s migrations, wars, and the balance of human history (recorded
and unrecorded) have carrying capacity at their roots. This
carrying capacity has been greatly expanded by the harnessing of fossil fuels and other conventional energy
sources. These fuels provide power for our buildings and
run a vast and complex transportation system. They
supply the fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation water, tractors,
and trucks that grow and transport our food. They purify
and transport water, and provide or process materials that
clothe and shelter us.

When enough “die-off” occurs from panic and starvation, and alternative sources of food are found, the population again becomes balanced with the “carrying capacity” of the land. But lemmings do not learn the lessons of
their own history, and the cycle is repeated regularly.

Roughly 12,000 years ago, there were as few as 1 million
people on the entire planet.(1) Today there are 6.5 billion,
and this grows by about 75 million new people each year.(2)

Despite humankind’s comparative superior intelligence,
viewing us through a certain philosophy reduces our
species to the lowest common denominator. In a life and

There are several reasons for this increase, including
better sanitation and health practices
that reduced disease and extended life.
There is more food because more land is
under cultivation. And up until the last
century, the ability for large numbers of
people to emigrate to other food producing regions of the world also allowed for increased numbers.
But the single most important reason
the earth is able to support so many
people is inexpensive and prolific fossil
fuel energy sources that provide for our
needs. And it prompts the question
“What will the lemmings do when they
run out of oil and conventional energy,
their artificial carrying capacity?”

The Cold Light of Day
John Dolley

Humans may not be descended from apes, but lemmings
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In these relatively flamboyant times
in the industrialized world, it is hard to
grasp documented reality: throughout
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most of human history, the majority of people in most of
the world were quite poor. In past civilizations, energy was
called by another name: food. Overpopulation was almost
always bumping up against the carrying capacity of the
land to provide food, fiber, and wood for heating, cooking,
and housing.

cremation of the dead, fishing canoes, housing, farmland
clearing, and wood rails used for the religious custom of
transporting hand-carved, multi-ton religious statues across
the island.
Seabirds formerly hunted as food were all but wiped
out. As wood got scarcer, deep-sea fishing was no longer
possible because there was no more wood from which to
build ocean-going canoes. Overpopulation, loss of former
food sources, and the huge increase in food needed to carve
and transport hundreds of religious statues accelerated the
need for farmland, but with no trees to shelter soil, the soil
would often erode quickly. With wood gone, grass and
brush was burned in place of firewood, further contributing to erosion.

Most early civilizations devastated their topsoil base
and wood supply, either causing a decline in numbers and
living standards or the motivation to conquer or colonize
other countries to make up for the shortfall. Recorded
history is full of examples of this dynamic. The Roman
Empire was driven by this motivation. So was European
imperialism in the last few centuries.
Since the Roman civilization was founded, it was always densely populated. And as it grew more so, conquest
began. The book Topsoil and Civilization suggests that wars
of conquest probably began in concert with famines of 4th
Century B.C.(3) The Punic Wars with Carthage took a
heavy environmental toll as upland forests were cut to
build warships, causing erosion, and farms were abandoned as farmers left for battle or farms were overrun by
the enemy. This bare, unattended farmland was also more
subject to erosion.

At some point around 1680, a lack of food created a war
among the island’s various clans, which literally devolved
into cannibalism. And since there was no wood to speak of,
escape from Easter Island was impossible. What the inhabitants did not do to themselves, explorers and invaders
completed with several epidemics of European disease
and raids from slave traders. The population ultimately
fell from a peak of 15-30,000 to about 2,000 when the first
recorded European missionaries landed in 1864. Another
epidemic occurred, and by1872, the population was reduced to 111.

As the decades progressed, most grain growing in Roman Italy ceased, and it had to be imported from conquered or colonized lands. Even this was not enough, and
additional grain had to be purchased from Egypt. The local
grain shortage was exacerbated by the political task of
providing this grain at subsidized low prices to Roman
citizens. After 58 B.C, grain to citizens was free. For
politicians to stay in power, this custom had to be continued, which led to further conquest.

The island was turned into commercial sheep range,
which ravaged what little was left of the original island’s
plant life. The surviving islanders were confined to one
village and went to work for the grazing company.
One of the more relevant examples of carrying capacity
shortages to modern Western society is the Potato Famine
in Ireland in the middle of the 19th Century. As many as 1.1
million Irish died when a fungal disease attacked the staple
crop the Irish underclass was highly dependent on. But
there is more to this.

Soil erosion caused such extensive damage that former
fertile farms in the lowlands that originally provided Rome
with its food became marshes largely uninhabitable because of malaria incidence. Port cities had their harbors
ruined by silt. One such city, Adria, was originally built on
an island. But so much silt occurred that it became attached
to the mainland and its harbor filled. Its citizens had to
construct canals several miles inland to allow ships to land
where the original ports were built.

Ireland was in fact a food exporter during the time of the
famine.(5) The rural poor of Ireland subsisted on the potato
because it created a greater yield per acre than other crops
and could be farmed on small plots and marginal land. But
Irish grain and livestock were also raised in abundance by
wealthy estate holders and sold to food importing nations,
most notably its colonial master Britain. Britain imported
about 1/6 of its wheat from overseas at the time.(6) Food
exports were sometimes delivered to Irish ports under
armed guard. Troops that Britain sent to keep order were
a further discouragement to the disruption of free trade.

Roman land abuse not only took place in Italy, but in
conquered lands that paid tribute with food. The once
prosperous region of North Africa, for example, was so
damaged by soil erosion and overgrazing that it still has
not recovered after 14 centuries, and its people are impoverished.
The textbook example of a society that exceeded its
environmental limits is Easter Island, a small, very remote
location in the Pacific 2,300 miles east of the coast of
Chile.(4) This uninhabited island was settled by Polynesian
ancestors in about 900 AD, who themselves probably left
another island that was becoming too populated. Over a
period of about 800 years, the island was entirely deforested for firewood for heating and cooking as well as
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Historically, food shortages were also compensated for
with impressed service and slavery. An egregious example of this is the Grand Canal in China, built to import
food to the capital of Peking in the 7th Century AD.(7) Five
and a half million workers were controlled by 50,000
police. Half of these workers died.

Projected Date for Peak Oil

Food shortages were partially alleviated with the use of
animal power to provide more farm labor and food transport. But the practice itself required a large amount of
agricultural land to grow food for the animals. In 1900, the
U.S. used one quarter of its farmland just to feed horses
used for farming and transportation.(8)
Today, fossil and fissile energy takes the place of wood,
animal power, and slaves, and is the main driver of modern
food production.
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No visible Peak

Hubbert was so ahead of his time that he was viewed as
a heretic in the oil industry and largely ostracized for
several decades until his theory was borne out. Today he
is revered by many geologists and environmentalists as a
founder of modern “limits to growth” or Malthusian
thought. Critics have said that Hubbert got lucky – that he
plotted his conclusions to “fit the curve.” Detractors
further state that Hubbert did not factor in modern technologies that pull more oil out of existing wells. The second
point is partially accurate, though even if these modern
methods had been widely deployed in earlier decades,
they would have only extended the peak slightly.

At the Peak
There is a growing group of experts and end-of-theworld enthusiasts who believe the world is about to experience an acute shortage of oil and natural gas. While some
are social critics and environmentalists, what is more disconcerting is that some of these people are professional
geologists and financiers that work in the petroleum industry.

The theory has now been christened “Peak Oil.” And it
further warns that once the peak production is reached,
new oil will be more expensive and difficult to extract.
Peak Oil was once considered the terrain of mad scientists
(both angry and insane) and Malthusian critics clamoring
for a change in the consumptive lifestyle of industrial
countries. But with today’s high oil prices and oil wars, it
is now prime time. Peak oil has been covered in National
Geographic, the New York Times, the Boston Globe, and many
other mainstream publications.

Perhaps the first person to predict the shortage was M.
King Hubbert, a Shell Oil geologist living in mid-20th
Century America.(9) Hubbert theorized that since conventional oil production is driven by natural geologic pressure
that climaxes and then slopes downward (like a bell curve),
this same pattern could seen for an entire country by
merging all oil production together. In 1956, he released
predictions from the merged data for all existing oil fields
on U.S. mainland oil production. His shattering conclusion was that oil production would climax or “peak” no
later than 1972 and never sustain that high a production
level again. His prediction came true in 1970.

A similar theory of “Peak (natural) Gas” is also gaining
popularity, though the worldwide peak is generally considered farther away.

Science and Religion
The Peak Oil crowd is a bewilderingly colorful and eclectic group of
people. Some come from a technical
background. One of these is Colin
Campbell, a retired American geologist
living in Ireland and cofounder of the
Association for the Study of Peak Oil
and Gas. He can be good humored and
avuncular, but get him in a room with
“flat earth economists” who believe high
oil prices will create more oil supply
and they will not suffer lightly.
There is Matt Simmons, the ultrawealthy oil financier who recently
authored Twlight in the Desert about

John Dolley
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what he believes are overstated Saudi Arabian oil reserves.
He analyzed technical data to prove his theory, which has
exasperated the Saudi government. Simmons believes the
industrial world is banking on the Middle East that it is no
longer capable of producing enough oil, and that “there is
no Plan B.” He has called for transparency in oil reserve
reporting – a quaint notion in a world where politics and
hiding assets (or lack of them) are commonplace.

Million Barrels/Day

World Oil
Oil Projections
Projections
World

There is Richard Heinberg, an academic who became
interested in the area and wrote two books and numerous
articles on the subject. Once called, “The Dark Prince of
Peak Oil,” his soft-spoken demeanor struggles with his
stark conclusion that the world will shortly be driven to the
point of crisis by energy shortages, most notably oil. He
believes the world needs to intentionally “power down” or
face serious consequences. At worst, these could mean a
disintegration of society, more war, and large-scale death
and suffering.
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These projected "jaws" of depleting supply and increasing
demand put enormous pressure on major oil producing
countries, most of which are politically unstable.
Oil critics believe this or something similar will happen
again.

If Heinberg is one of the more reasoned and calm of
these social critics, some of his peers rise to the level of
“Peak Oil fundamentalists.” The emotionally charged
polemic of author Howard Kuntsler, for example, is as
much about his alienation from the consumer society that
the oil age has created as it is about the science of declining
oil and gas reserves.

And anyone who is honest, peak oil fundamentalists
and critics, will admit that no one really knows the real
reserves in the world. To begin with, they are estimates.
Moreover, private companies are not excited about their
competition knowing too much about their assets. And
many foreign countries deliberately lie about their reserves; their more accurate estimates are state secrets.

And there is Roscoe Bartlett, a Republican member of
Congress who has made Peak Oil his primary issue. A
former scientist and inventor turned “citizen legislator,”
his reasons for championing the issue include not only the
environment and economy, but national security. He has
started a bipartisan “Peak Oil Caucus” on Capitol Hill that
numbered about 18 in April 2006.(10)

The strongest argument by Peak Oil advocates is the
bottom line numbers, which are disconcerting if not downright alarming. World oil discoveries peaked in 1965, and
the world currently uses about 5 times more than it discovers each year.(11) Existing fields are depleting at the rate of
2.5% a year.(12) But demand, driven by factors such as the
American penchant for gas guzzling SUVs, and industrialization in China and India, is expected to increase at 1.5%
annually until 2030.(13)

The prime players and thinkers in Peak Oil number
several dozen, ranging from those who look primarily at
science to those who see it in almost religious, literally
apocalyptic terms. And there are thousands, perhaps tens
of thousands, of Peak Oil believers and devotees in the U.S.
Virtually all are united in a belief that industrial society
must change or shortly face cataclysmic problems.

In between the “jaws” of depletion and demand, major
oil producing countries such as Saudi Arabia, Iran, Russia,
Nigeria, and Kazakhstan must produce unprecedented
amounts to fill this growing supply gap. Given the political instability in most of these countries, it is hard to see a
long-term future in dependence on imported oil by industrial countries.

Jaws
Of course, such a complex subject has more than one
side. Peak Oil is good political cover for price-gouging oil
companies who see a way to make higher profits, partially
justifying said profits on diminishing, more expensive
supplies. Shortages and price-gouging can happen simultaneously.

But the strongest point the Peak Oil critics have is that
society will find new ways to make up for the lost oil. Tar
sands in Canada already supply 1 million barrels a day.
This is expected to increase to as much as 5 million barrels
in the future. Liquefied Natural Gas is available from
overseas, and the U.S. is banking on it for as much as 28%
of its supply in the mid-term future.(14)

Another (accurate) criticism of the theory is that predictions of oil’s demise has been made numerous times, one
literally going back to the 19th Century. During the “energy
crisis” era of the 1970s and early 1980s, such predictions
were made with frequency as record price hikes that have
yet to be rivaled in real-dollar terms pummeled the world
into recession. But these hikes also triggered more drilling,
which together with conservation, created an oil glut. Peak

It has been technically possible to extract gaseous fuel
from coal for 2 centuries, and to extract oil from coal for 80
years. In fact, 209 commercial hydrocarbon gasifiers using
solid fuel were operating throughout the world in 2001.(15)
And it would be even more cost effective to use coal to
generate electricity that fuels electric vehicles directly;
6

with bullets and with trade embargoes
(the modern equivalent of siege warfare). They will import alternative fuels such as Liquefied Natural Gas from
politically unstable nations. They will
make alternative fuels from coal and
increase its use. They will prospect for
fuel in environmentally sensitive areas.

John Dolley

these were first invented in 1842.

They will power their vehicles and
power plants with alternative fossil fuel
technologies, expand the use of nuclear
power, and ignore the environmental
devastation as long as possible, most
notably global warming and nuclear
accidents. Our species may be descended from lemmings, but they are
clever lemmings, constantly striving to
cheat their fate. And for a while, they
might succeed, facing an even more
precipitous crash and die off when these
strategies and technologies no longer

work sufficiently.

Of course, these alternatives would take massive investments and considerable time to implement. But these
technologies would generally be competitive at energy
price levels below those seen in January 2006.

It is not completely monolithic. The lemmings will, to a
small feckless degree, indulge in renewable energy and
energy efficiency. But it will be a token of what is needed,
and may even encourage ever-more-wanton consumption
of energy by briefly extending supply.

So What Will the Lemmings Do?

It is the intent of this issue of the Environmental Directory
to explore what will happen with energy in the near future.
There are articles on 2 likely probabilities: fighting wars
over energy, and importing huge quantities of natural gas
from other countries. But there are also articles about how
individuals and regions can reduce dependence on poisonous conventional energy sources.

The question of what happens to fossil fuels is critical to
all aspects mankind’s future. What will happen if they get
scarce? Common sense would dictate that we would live
more humbly, find renewable ways to create energy, and
reduce our numbers on an overpopulated earth. But that
would be counter to our culture’s philosophy, our pattern
of ever-increasing consumption, and trends throughout
human history.

As I watch the horrible effects U.S. energy policy continues to have on the world, it is hard to be optimistic. But it
is not human to live without hope. And there really are
solutions – if we want them.

Do not expect these lemmings to go softly into the dark
night though. They will pursue many technologies and
strategies that are socially and environmentally damaging
and even lethal rather than face the limits nature has put
upon them. These include fighting wars over energy, both

Paul Robbins, 2/1/2006

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT
ENERGY
Why is gasoline going up?
Petroleum provides the U.S. with 40% of its energy.(1)
All transportation, including air and sea travel, uses 69% of
total domestic oil consumption, with passenger vehicles
representing 39% of total domestic oil consumption.(2)
Gasoline and diesel oil fuel 97% of the U.S. transportation sector. Between January 2002 and November 2005, the
average cost for oil has gone up 241%.(3) Most of this took
place since 2004. There are several reasons.
7
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The biggest one is that worldwide demand driven by
the industrialization of China and India is creating a seller’s
market. Energy-wasting consumer items in the U.S. such
as large vehicles with bad fuel economy add even more
demand. There is currently little excess world production
to accommodate this growth. So oil producers charge
more because they can. For every $1 per barrel that oil goes
up, gasoline goes up about 2.5¢/gallon.
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Between January of 2000 and December of 2005, natural
gas costs went up 285%.(6)
Natural gas demand has risen largely because of its
increased use in electric power plants due to reduced air
emissions and lower construction costs relative to coal. But
supply in the U.S. and Canada has not kept up with
demand. New production projects such as offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico cost more than conventional
production. And damage to offshore production from
Hurricane Katrina temporarily exacerbated tight supplies.

Hurricane Katrina also temporarily knocked Gulf Coast
offshore oil and natural gas production and gasoline refineries offline, stressing an already tight market.

The U.S. Dept of Energy predicts that almost all new
domestic demand above current consumption will be met
with Liquefied Natural Gas. This is gas chilled to reduce its
volume to 1/610th of its former size and shipped overseas
from gas producing companies in some of the world’s
largest tankers. These imports will be more vulnerable to
world market prices and national security concerns, and
many critics say the terminals and tankers are vulnerable
to terrorism.

New oil supplies are also more expensive to find and
develop. Few large, inexpensive “elephant” fields are
discovered anymore. The rate of new world oil discoveries
are roughly one-quarter of yearly consumption. (See graph.)
Over time, these new sources of supply increase the average production cost, though the increased cost is nowhere
near the recent selling price of over $50 a barrel.
Another large reason for price increases is price gouging
on the part of oil monopolies. According to a 2001 Federal
Trade Commission investigation, a gasoline refinery in the
Midwest deliberately withheld fuel to create a tighter
market to increase profits.(4) A Senate investigation the
same year found that major oil companies forced small
independently owned refineries out of production in order
to constrain domestic supply and drive up profits.(5) By
2003, only 10 companies owned 79% of domestic refinery
capacity.
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Why is natural gas going up?
Natural gas provides the U.S. with 24% of its energy.
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Why is electricity going up?

I hear a lot about the “hydrogen economy.” Is it
a realistic alternative for operating vehicles?

About 39% of all energy in the country is used directly
in the production of electricity. The rising cost of natural
gas is largely responsible for recent price increases, though
coal has gone up as well because of rising international
demand from countries such as China, and lack of adequate railroad infrastructure in the U.S. to transport increasing volumes, which allows railroads to charge more.

In the next two decades, no. Many cynics (Who? Me?)
believe that the federal government’s interest in fuel cells,
which convert hydrogen to electricity without combustion, is a diversion from more practical ways to deal with
energy problems such as increased efficiency standards in
vehicles, buildings, and appliances.

Are we running out of oil and natural gas?

It would take about a half a trillion dollars in infrastructure to supply hydrogen to a national auto fleet of fuel cells,
which will probably not be ready for mass production for
at least 20 years.

It depends on who you ask. Many of the world’s major
oil producers (countries and companies) deliberately hide
their true reserves.

Even if hydrogen fuel cells for cars are developed, the
efficiency losses in converting electricity to hydrogen, then
transporting the gas, recompressing it into a car, and
running the fuel cell will be large. It would be more
efficient to use the same electricity to run electric cars.(8) It
is also possible to extract fuel cell hydrogen from coal and
natural gas, but this has the same vulnerabilities as other
uses of fossil fuels.

The concept of “peak oil” holds that petroleum and
natural gas will not run out immediately, but when reserves reach their halfway point, production will decrease
and new production will be more expensive and difficult.
(To compete in real world markets, oil producers will
naturally choose the cheapest fields to drill first and leave
the most expensive for later.)

What about “clean coal?”

Some peak oil proponents, including expert geologists,
believe the peak for oil will come before 2010. Peak oil
contrarians believe it is several decades away, and that
synthetic oil made with coal, tar sands, and other solid
fossil fuels will extend supplies much further.

Coal provides 23% of the country’s energy, and 95% of
it is used in electricity production. Over half of electric
power in the country is produced from coal. Due to its high
carbon content and contaminants such as sulfur and mercury, it is the most highly polluting of all conventional
fuels.

Natural gas is predicted to peak later than oil at current
rates of consumption. But that could change as consumption
increases due to demand and fuel substitution. Natural
gas can be chemically converted to liquid auto fuel, or
compressed to fuel vehicles directly.

Clean coal usually refers to coal gasification, which
breaks down combustible gases in coal in the presence of
heat, pressure, water, and oxygen. This gas burns much
cleaner than typical coal electric plants and the ash is
reduced in volume and relatively inert. These plants are
also more efficient, producing more power per unit of
energy. Coal gasification can also be used to make relatively clean burning diesel oil at a predicted cost of below
$40 per barrel, as well as a wide array of chemicals.(9)

Is the war in Iraq about oil?
With great respect to American soldiers stationed in the
theatre, if there is someone reading this that does not
believe that oil is a factor in the U.S. occupation of Iraq,
there’s a bridge I want to sell them. The United States has
had a military presence in the Middle East going back to
NATO in the early 1950s, and it has expanded to about
145,000 military personnel in the “Petrolistan” region of
Iraq, the Middle East and the Caspian Sea. Given the
overstated reserves by Saudi Arabia and other oil producing nations, Iraq may have the largest oil reserves left in the
world – enough to supply all U.S. consumption of oil for 15
years.(7)

In fact, the problem with clean coal is that it will probably work. It is a seductive technology because the “inyour-face” pollution is largely eliminated while relatively
unseen problems such as strip mining and greenhouse gas
emissions are not solved. Clean coal technology can theoretically “sequester” carbon dioxide for underground storage because it removes it prior to combustion. While this
could prevent global warming problems, the process is
unproven and will add to the cost of production.

The U.S. imports only about 12% of its oil from
Petrolistan. But 2/3 of the world’s stated oil reserves and
almost half of its natural gas reserves are located there, and
major supply interruptions will send the world’s petroleum-dependent economy into freefall.

Will more nuclear power plants make a
difference?
Not quickly, if at all. Nuclear power provides 19% of the
country’s electricity. Due to huge cost overruns and poor
operations on the part of some plants, no new nuke has
9

carbon dioxide than a natural gas plant.(11) And there is
simply not enough uranium to power the world's existing
reactors more than 30-40 years.(12)

How real is Global Warming?

Jackie Goodman

The Greenhouse Effect is probably the single largest
environmental threat to a world plagued by them. During
the 20th century, the world’s average temperature rose by
1˚ F and the earth’s sea level has risen 6 inches due to
melting ice and warmer expanding water.(13) Since the U.S.
uses 25% of all the energy in the world, it is easy to understand
that it is also the world’s largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions.

been ordered in the U.S. since 1978, and utilities and
investors are skittish of them. The only way more will be
built is if there are large subsidies and guarantees from the
federal government.

Many climate-related abnormalities are widely believed
to be caused or exacerbated by global warming.
• The annual summer melting of the Arctic ice caps has
increased by about 20% since 1978, and some scientists are
predicting that sometime this century the ice caps will
vanish altogether.(14) In 2002 the majority of the “Larson
B” ice shelf in Antarctica broke up. This acted as a kind of
dam to prevent glacial ice from flowing to the sea and
raising sea levels.(15)

That is just what the 2005 national energy bill has
granted. Due to humongous federal subsidies for the first
few new nuclear plants (the first 6,000 MW), a few will
probably be licensed and brought on line in the next
decade. These subsidies still do not solve the problems of
nuclear waste disposal or risk of meltdown.

• Hurricanes in the Atlantic Basin and storms in the
Northwest Pacific Ocean are growing more intense.

When operational, these new plants will produce the
equivalent of about 1% of America’s current annual electric use. (10) But they will mean little unless new
unsubsidized plants after them are built cheaply enough to
compete.

• The warmer ocean has been responsible for the “bleaching” (death) of coral reefs in the tropics.(16)
• Permafrost in Alaska is melting to a point where
infrastructure and buildings once considered on solid
ground are collapsing.(17) Permafrost is also melting in
Siberia, and this is releasing huge amounts of frozen methane into the atmosphere, making global warming even
worse.(18)

The promotion of nuclear power as an alternative to
global warming is not usually presented accurately. Even
at its best, using high-grade uranium ore, nukes create 2033% of the carbon dioxide used in a natural gas power plant
because of the huge energy needed for construction, operation, dismantling, and processing fuel. But using lowgrade ore, which will eventually be needed as higherquality fuel is exhausted, nukes will actually create more

• Since 1992, massive areas of Alaskan forest near

NASA Satellite photography of the North Pole shows summer sea ice has receded by over 20% between 1979 (left) and 2003 (right).
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Anchorage have become infested with Spruce Bark
Beetles.(19) The insect, formerly limited by frigid temperatures, has killed 2.3 million acres of trees – the largest
recorded forest loss to insects in North America.

What is the realistic potential of renewable energy?
Theoretically, the solar energy falling on an area the size
of Connecticut would supply the annual electricity needs
of the entire U.S. In reality, solar energy is still costly
compared to conventional energy, if you do not factor in
environmental effects and national security expenditures.
Photovoltaics are about 40-50¢ per kwh. Concentrating
Solar Power that uses focused solar heat to turn generators
is about 11-20¢ per kwh(29), compared to 5-10¢ per kwh for
a new combustion generation plant. This high cost is due
in part to the lack of research and commercialization
money dedicated to the technologies.

• Massive bird deaths have occurred on the West Coast
of the U.S. in 2005 due to warming oceans.(20) The hotter
water prevented enough plankton from rising to the surface to feed fish populations, which in turn deprived birds
of food.
• The territories of harm for diseases such as malaria,
West Nile virus, and lyme disease are already expanding
because of warming temperatures. The United Nations
World Health Organization now estimates that there are
150,000 additional deaths and 5 million additional illnesses
a year from migrating tropical diseases caused by rising
temperatures from global warming.(21) The Organization
speculated this toll could double by 2030.

But several other renewable energy technologies are
cost effective or close to it. There is potentially enough
remote open land with strong winds to economically allow
wind farms to supply almost 3 times the country’s current
electrical needs, with considerably more energy at offshore
locations.(30) Wind power costs have fallen 80% in the last
25 years due to economies of scale, and most utilities in
Texas purchase some amount of it. Due to some recent
innovations, geothermal power using heat from existing
oil and gas wells will probably begin to play a role at a
relatively low price.

• Glaciers worldwide are melting. In the Himalayas,
this melting is leading to flooding of upland villages.(22)
But after the melting is complete, this will lead to water
scarcity as rivers in China and India dry up.
• Nineteen of the 20 hottest years of average global
temperatures since records began in the mid-1800s have all
occurred since 1983, with 2005 being the hottest year
ever.(23)

And burning or gasifying wood and energy crops is also
a cost-effective, though limited, option. Photosynthesis is
extraordinarily inefficient, extracting about 1/10th of 1% of
the sun’s energy. You would need an energy plantation
about 5 times the size of Travis County to provide Austin’s
current electric, natural gas, and automotive fuel consumption.(31)

In the future, temperature rises of between 3-10˚ F, and
sea level rises of between 4-35 inches are likely before
2100.(24) Island nations and low-lying coastal areas around
the world will be vulnerable to inundation, flooding, and
coastal erosion. Some 100 million people in the world live
within 3 feet of sea level.(25)

Minimizing energy use through efficient equipment or
lifestyle changes is still the most cost-effective solution.

What can I do to stop dependence on conventional
fuels that are environmentally dangerous,
expensive, and compromise national security?

Worse-case scenarios include massive flooding and/or
erosion of parts of the coastal areas of the world where the
majority of the world’s population live. Island nations and
coastal areas will be more vulnerable to flooding or may be
completely inundated. In the extreme case (which scientists are not predicting to be likely, but at least possible), sea
levels will rise as much as 223 feet from the melting of both
the Greenland and Antarctic ice shelves.(26)

Probably more than you think. Home weatherization,
efficient appliances, and vehicles with high miles per
gallon can save from 10 to 80% of energy in various
applications. (See Part 3, "Energy Alternatives for People.")
Lifestyle alternatives such as living close to your work,
carpooling, and mass transit can save more.

Climates of whole countries could change: the United
Kingdom, for example, may lose heat from the Gulf Stream
and develop a climate similar to Siberia.(27) Over a million
animal and plant species, from the Arctic to the rainforests,
could become extinct because they cannot adapt to rapidly
changing conditions.(28) Tropical diseases could migrate
still farther north. Climate extremes such as rainfall,
drought, high-wind events, and peak hot and cold temperatures could become more frequent.

Austin’s GreenChoice program offers a voluntary way
for electric users to buy 100% of their power from renewables
at an affordable price. Most of this is currently derived
from wind generation. Some people are putting biodiesel
in their diesel engines instead of petroleum. (Again, see
Part 3) Others are putting solar cells on their roofs. (See
Clean Energy section.)

And even if all greenhouse gas emissions were stopped
today, they are cumulative; their effects will go on for
centuries. Every year we ignore the problem makes it
worse.

On a community level, start getting involved in the
political process. Stop voting for candidates that think war
in the Middle East substitutes for a national energy policy.
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Join working groups to get your office, church, neighborhood, or city to employ energy efficiency and renewable
alternatives whenever possible.

14 U.S. Dept. of Energy, Energy Information Administration, “Forecast Comparisons,” International Energy Outlook
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U.S. Dept. of Energy, February 2006), p. 112.
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